DYMO-12 Document Updates

- Many editorial nits - Thanks for critical review
- Sync with PacketBB
- Generalized TTL Security Mechanism (GTSM) - disallow reception of packets from off-link routers
- Sequence number operations use signed 16-bit arithmetic - added to pseudo code
- Reference TimeTLV - Validity Time TLV
- Removed ROUTE_NEW timer, simply use ROUTE_AGE_MIN timer
- MIB - individual draft - draft-cole-dymo-mib
DYMO-13 Expected Changes

- Sync up with updated PacketBB format
- Continue with management advice & MIB
- In examples, use well-defined example addresses
- Talking with secdir about Security Considerations section

Open Discussion

Questions & Comments
http://ianchak.com/dymo
ian.chakeres@gmail.com